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Modeling the Fracture of a
Sandwich Structure due to
Cavitation in a Ductile Adhesive
Layer
The strength and durability of adhesively bonded sandwich structures often depend
mechanisms of fracture, which in turn depend on the properties of the adhesive an
microstructures of the interface. When the thin adhesive layer is ductile, cavitation e
within the layer or along the interface is often the dominant failure mechanism. In
present paper, fracture due to cavity growth in a thin ductile layer is analyzed. A
method utilizing fluid mechanics solutions is developed. Solutions of fluid flow field
used to approximate the plastic deformation field in the corresponding solid body w
cavity. The equilibrium condition is satisfied by using the principle of virtual work ra
Stress-separation curves due to cavitation in the thin layer can thus be obtained
method is validated by reevaluating the one-dimensional problem of cavity growth
sphere—a problem for which an exact, analytical solution exists. A two-dimens
plane strain cavitation problem is analyzed using the new method. The stress-sepa
curves and the fracture resistance due to this mechanism are obtained. The results
that both the stress-separation curves and the fracture resistance are sensitive
strain-hardening exponent and the initial void size, but not the yield strength of
material. The new method has clear advantages over numerical methods, such
finite element method, when parametric studies are performed.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1346678#
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1 Introduction
The strength and durability of sandwich structures consisting

two ceramic or metal pieces bonded by a thin adhesive layer
determined by various failure mechanisms. These fracture me
nisms include interfacial debonding and other processes suc
cavitation or microcracking within the adhesive layer or at t
interface. Identifying and understanding the failure mechanism
these structures will greatly enhance our ability to design be
more durable structures.

The failure mechanisms, however, are ultimately determined
the properties of the adhesive and by the microstructures of
interface in sandwich structures. The current research stems
the need to tailor the surface microstructures of aluminum pa
by surface treatments in preparation for adhesive bonding~see,
e.g., @1,2#!. Within the constraints of surface treatment techn
ogy, a guideline to achieve an optimized microstructure is hig
desirable.

In many such structures, the adhesive is often a soft or du
phase. It may be a polymer-based material for joints in airc
structures, or ductile metal in metal/ceramic composites. Th
have been many studies on failure mechanisms within a du
layer bonding two substrate pieces together~@3–7#!. When the
adhesive layer is sufficiently soft, the failure process is cra
propagation by void growth and coalescence within the duc
layer or along the interface. In this case, a large hydrostatic st
is developed in the ductile layer due to the constraint on pla
flow by the substrate, leading to void nucleation ahead of
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crack tip. The location and density of void nucleation, however
often related to the microstructures of the interface, such as in
pore density and interface roughness. For given microstructu
the initial void density can be considered as given. Failure of s
sandwich structures is then directly related to the microstructu
of the interface.

Fracture process of a material can be characterized by
stress-separation curve ahead of the crack tip. For purely br
fracture of crystals, such stress-separation curves can be de
from the interatomic potentials. When nonlinear processes are
volved, however, derivations of such stress-separation cu
must invoke micromechanisms during fracture. For example, p
tic dissipation must be taken into account in the case of ela
plastic fracture. Analyses of crack growth resistance due to pla
dissipation were carried out by Tvergaard and Hutchinson@8,9#,
who identified several dimensionless groups of material par
eters characterizing the fracture process. An equivalent str
separation curve for fracture due to cavity growth and coalesce
may be derived from the detailed study of the cavitation proce
In the present paper, failure due to cavity growth and coalesce
will be studied by analyzing the stress-separation curves du
cavity growth.

Cavitation has been studied by many researchers since
1960s. The pioneer work by McClintock@10# revealed that the
volume expansion rate of a long cylindrical cavity in a nonha
ening material subjected to transverse tensile stress increase
ponentially with the transverse stress. Rice and Tracey@11# ana-
lyzed the growth of a single spherical void embedded in
infinite body subjected to remote uniform tensile stresses. T
found that the ratio of void growth rate to remote strain rate
creases exponentially as the ratio of mean normal stress to y
stress increases. Their analysis also predicted that void grow
mainly due to volume change rather than shape change of the
when the remote normal stress is large. Both the above anal
were carried out on an infinite body, which is inappropriate
cavities in a confined ductile layer. Needleman@12# and Anders-
son @13# studied void growth numerically in a finite body usin
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the finite element method. In these studies the interaction betw
voids was taken into account, but the amount of cavity grow
was limited. More recently Tvergaard@14# analyzed void growth
in a thin, ductile layer between ceramics using finite elem
method, and employed a remeshing technique for the final s
of growth. These numerical studies require tremendous compu
power, and are usually rather time-consuming.

If the material of the ductile layer obeys an elastoplastic c
stitutive law, the nonlinearity of the governing equations seem
exclude the possibility of obtaining exact solutions for all but t
one-dimensional case studied by McClintock@10# and Huang
et al. @15#. In the present paper, to derive the stress-separa
curves for a material undergoing cavitation in a thin ductile lay
we develop a novel approach to finding an admissible deforma
field around the void. The approach utilizes fluid mechanics so
tions of a point source in a finite unit cell, and approximates
plastic deformation field with a fluid flow field. The appropriat
ness of the approach is verified by reevaluating the spheric
symmetric cavitation problem for which an analytical solution e
ists ~@10,15#!. A two-dimensional plane strain problem is the
analyzed to obtain the stress-separation relation of a unit cell
a center cavity. The results show that the stress-separation
tions depend not only on the material properties but also on
geometrical parameters~microstructures!, such as initial void size
and void spacing.

2 Spherically Symmetric Cavitation
We begin our discussion by considering the spherically sy

metric cavitation problem. Consider a spherical void centered
an isotropic, rigid-plastic sphere~either perfectly plastic or strain
hardening without elastic response! subjected to hydrostatic ten
sionss ~see Fig. 1!. A uniaxial relation between the true stress,s,
and the logarithmic strain,«, of the solid is given by

s/sY5 f ~«!5U E

sY

«UN

sgn~«! (1)

where sY is the tensile yield strength of the solid,E is the
Young’s Modulus, N is the hardening exponent (0<N<1),
sgn(«) represents the sign of«. The limit N50 corresponds to a
rigid-perfectly plastic material.

Two different methods to obtain the relation between the
drostatic stress and the void expansion are presented. One m
is based on classical plasticity theory in solid mechanics. T
other employs a fluid mechanics approach, and treats the void
point source of material flowing outward under the applied stre
94 Õ Vol. 68, JANUARY 2001
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With the latter the plastic deformation is to be represented b
potential flow generated from a point source. Both methods
capable of solving this one-dimensional cavitation problem a
lytically, as shown below.

2.1 Solid Mechanics Method. In what follows, capital let-
ters stand for variables in the initial configuration and lowerca
ones stand for variables in the current, deformed configurat
Let R0 and r 0 be the radii of the cavity in the initial and curren
configuration, andR1 andr 1 be the radii of the outer boundary i
the initial and current state, respectively~Fig. 1!. By symmetry,
the true strain components in spherical coordinates (r ,u,w) are

«u5«w52
1

2
« r52 ln

r

R
(2a)

«e52lnS r

RD5« r (2b)

where«e is the von Mises equivalent strain, defined as

«e5A2

3
« i j « i j (3)

where« i j ( i , j 5r ,u,w) are the logarithmic strain components, an
the summation convention applies in Eq.~3!. The equilibrium
condition in terms of radial stresss r and hoop stresssu in the
current configuration is

ds r

dr
1

2

r
~s r2su!50. (4)

The von Mises equivalent stress in the spherically symmetric c
can be expressed as

se5s r2su . (5)

Assuming that the material obeysJ2-deformation theory, i.e., the
relation between equivalent stress and equivalent strain foll
that of uniaxial relation in Eq.~1!, one has

s r2su

sY

5 f ~« r ! (6)

where the functionf (« r) is given in Eq.~1!. Using the boundary
conditions (s r ur 5r 0

50,s r ur 5r 1
5ss) and the incompressibility re-

quirement (r 32r 0
35R32R0

3), and substituting Eqs.~2! and ~6!
into Eq. ~4!, one finds
Fig. 1 Geometry of the spherically symmetric void in the initial and deformed
states
Transactions of the ASME
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ss~r 0!

sY

522E
R0

R1 R2

R21r 0
32R0

3
f H 2

2

3
lnS 11

r 0
32R0

3

R3 D J dR.

(7)

Equation~7! gives the relationship between the applied hyd
static stress and the cavity radius,ss(r 0). It should be pointed out
that the solution in Eq.~7! is identical to that obtained by Huan
et al. @15#.

2.2 Fluid Mechanics Method. The problem shown in Fig.
1 can also be solved using a fluid mechanics approach. Consi
potential flow generated by a point source of strengthQ at the
center of the sphere. The velocity components of the poten
flow in spherical coordinates (r ,u,w) are given by

u̇r5
Q

4pr 2
, u̇u5u̇w50. (8)

Integrating the radial velocity with respect to time with the initi
condition r u t505R gives

Qt5
4p

3
~r 32R3!. (9)

This equation shows thatr 32R3 is an invariant throughout the
solid body at any specific timet. This invariance requiremen
implies incompressibility of the material.

The strain rate components can be obtained from the velo
components by taking the derivative of the radial velocity w
respect to the radiusr, or by dividing the radial velocity byr, as

«̇ r52 «̇e522«̇u522«̇w52
Q

2pr 3
(10)

where«̇e is the equivalent strain rate defined as

«̇e5A2

3
«̇ i j «̇ i j (11)

where «̇ i j ( i , j 5r ,u,w) are the true strain rate components. B
integrating the strain rates with respect to time and using the
compressibility condition, one finds exactly the same express
as in Eq.~2!. This result shows that the potential flow generat
by a point source gives the same plastic deformation field aro
the void as that by the solid mechanics method given in Sec
2.1.

To obtain the stress-cavity growth relations, we use here
principle of virtual work rate instead of the equilibrium equatio
in solid mechanics. Such an approach is entirely based on
estimates of the velocity field and strain rate field, and makes
of the constitutive law in an integral sense. The principle of virtu
work rate in the current state is

E
S
ssu̇rdS5E

V
s i j «̇ i j dV (12)

whereS is the surface~including the outer surface and the inn
surface although the work done on the inner surface is zero s
it is traction-free! and V is the volume of the solid. Assuming
again that the material follows theJ2 flow rule and it is a von
Mises material, one has

si j 5
2

3

se

«̇e

«̇ i j (13)

wheresi j ( i , j 5r ,u,w) represent the deviatoric stress compone
defined as

si j 5s i j 2
1

3
skkd i j (14)
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Fig. 2 Stress versus void radius for the growth of a spheri-
cally symmetrical void; „a… effects of the initial radius of cavity,
„b… effects of the material constant sY ÕE, „c… effects of the
strain hardening exponent N
JANUARY 2001, Vol. 68 Õ 95
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whereskk5s rr 1suu1sww , andd i j is the Kronecker delta. As-
suming that the constitutive law between the equivalent true st
and true strain follows the uniaxial relation expressed in Eq.~1!,
and using the flow field given in Eqs.~8!, ~10!, and~11!, one can
rewrite Eq.~12! as

ss

sY

5
1

2pEV
f @2ln~r /R!#r 23dV. (15)

Changing the variables to those for the initial state by using
incompressibility condition, one finally obtains the same stre
separation relationship as that in Eq.~7!.

Using either Eq.~15! or Eq.~7!, curves of the hydrostatic stres
versus cavity radius are plotted in Figs. 2~a!–~c!. Figure 2~a!
shows the normalized hydrostatic stress versus the normal
current radius of the void for prescribed strain-hardening expon
and material constantssY /E. Curves for three different values o
initial void radius are plotted. The figure shows that the norm
ized stress reaches a maximum value rapidly, then decays m
tonically as the cavity grows. The solution also shows tha
smaller initial void size gives rise to a higher hydrostatic stress
a given amount of void growth and a higher maximum stre
When the loading process is stress-controlled, reaching the m
mum load results in instability of void growth~@3,16–18#!. When
the loading is displacement-controlled, a softening stage~load
drop! is experienced.

The effects of strain hardening exponent and yield strength
the stress versus void growth behavior are shown in Figs. 2~b!–
~c!. Figure 2~b! shows the normalized hydrostatic stress vers
normalized void radius for different values of the material co
stant sY /E for given initial radius of the cavity and strain
hardening exponent. Figure 2~c! shows the normalized stress ve
sus normalized void radius for different values of strain-harden
exponent for given initial radius of the void and material co
stants. The figures show that the stress versus cavity gro
curves are insensitive to the value of the normalized yield stren
sY /E, but rather sensitive to the strain-hardening exponent
the initial radius of the void. It is not unexpected to see stro

Fig. 3 Schematics of a cavitated ductile interface layer with
periodic cavity distribution
96 Õ Vol. 68, JANUARY 2001
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dependence of the curves on hardening exponent and weak de
dence on initial yield strength since the deformation becomes v
large around the void as it grows. But the prediction of stro
dependence on the initial cavity size is interesting.

3 Fully Confined Two-Dimensional Void Growth in a
Thin Ductile Layer

In the previous section we showed that the method of usin
fluid mechanics solution to approximate the plastic flow field
indeed a viable one. For the one-dimensional problem consid
in the previous section, the solution turns out to be exact. But
more complicated cases, the solution can only be considered
proximate. In the present section, we consider a two-dimensio
problem.

A periodic array of cavities in a ductile layer fully confined b
the interfaces, shown schematically in Fig. 3, is considered. P
strain deformation is assumed. The cavities can be either c
pletely within the ductile layer generated at, e.g., second ph
particles, or at the interface generated from the interfacial po
Due to symmetry of the problem, the solution should be identi
for these two cases. The stress-separation curves,s~d!, due to
cavity growth and coalescence can be evaluated by consideri
representative unit cell containing a single cavity. It is expec
that, because of the confinement, plastic flow-induced ca
growth may start before the strength of the interface is reach
Due to the constraint by the rigid interface, high triaxial stres
will develop in the thin layer and will be the main driving forc
for cavity growth.

The geometry of the unit cell is presented in Fig. 4. The vo
spacing is 2w0 , the layer thickness is 2h0 , and the initial radius
of the void isR0 . A Cartesian coordinate system with origin at th
center of the cavity is established as in Fig. 4. Uniform tens
stress,ss , is applied normal to the thin layer. The periodici
condition requires that the width of the unit cell, 2w0 , remains
constant during deformation. The separation displacement,d, is
evaluated at the interface,x56h0 .

To obtain the approximate plastic deformation field in the u
cell, we now consider a potential flow generated by a source
strengthQ located atz50 in an infinite channel in the domain
2w0,y,w0 and 2`,x,`; here z5x1yi is the complex
variable. The complex potentialc of the flow field is found by
conformal mapping, as

c~z!5
Q

2p
lnH sinhS pz

2w0
D J . (16)

The velocity field corresponding to the potential flow is

u̇x2u̇yi 5
Q

4w0

cothS pz

2w0
D . (17)
Fig. 4 Unit cell model used in the two-dimensional void growth analysis
Transactions of the ASME
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The Cauchy strain rates corresponding to the velocity field
be obtained by differentiating Eq.~17!, as

«̇xx2 «̇xyi 52
pQ

8w0
2
csch2S pz

2w0
D

(18)

«̇xy2 «̇yyi 52 i
pQ

8w0
2

csch2S pz

2w0
D .

It is easily shown that the flow becomes uniform asx→6`
(u̇s2u̇yi 5Q/4w0 as x→6`), leading to vanishing strain rates
In fact, the flow becomes nearly uniform when the location un
consideration,x5h0 , is several times larger than the widthw0 .
Figure 5 shows the variation of the normal velocityu̇x at x5
6h0 across the width of the channel for different values of t
ratio h0 /w0 . In this figure,u̇x is normalized byu̇0 , which is the
normal velocity atx5h0 , y50. It is seen that when the ratio o
h0 /w0 is unity, the maximum difference inu̇x across the width is
about 15 percent. When the ratio is 2.0, the maximum differe
in u̇x is only two percent, andu̇x is approximately uniform acros
the width of the channel. In the following, we use the solution
the infinite channel to approximate the plastic flow field in t
finite sized unit cell in Fig. 4.

The equilibrium condition can be satisfied in a weak form
using the principle of virtual work rate, as

2E
2w0

w0

ssu̇x
I dy5E

V
si j «̇ i j dV22E

2w0

w0

DTi
I u̇i

Idy (19)

whereDTi
I is the difference in traction atx56h0 between the

average normal stressss and the stress corresponding to the pla
tic flow, u̇x

I and u̇i
I are the displacement rates atx56h0 given in

Eq. ~17!, andsi j , «̇ i j are the true deviatoric stress and true str
rate in the current configuration. Generally, when the ratioh0 /w0
is sufficiently large~say,>1!, the contribution of the last term in
Eq. ~19! is negligibly small. In our numerical results, the cont
bution from this term is ignored.

Assuming that the material obeys the plastic stress-strain r
tion given in Eq.~1!, and applyingJ2-flow theory, we can obtain
the relation of separation stress versus the displacement atx5
6h0 following the same steps as in Eq.~13! through Eq.~15!, as

ss

sY

5
1

QEV
f ~«e!«̇edV. (20)

The integration in Eq.~20! can be evaluated by a change of va
ables from Eulerian to Lagrangian coordinates, i.e., to the in

Fig. 5 Uniformity of the velocity field at the interface xÄh 0
Journal of Applied Mechanics
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~undeformed! coordinates. The corresponding relations betwe
the two sets of variables can be obtained by solving the differ
tial equations in Eq.~17!.

Results of the stress-separation curves are presented in
6~a!–~c!. In these calculations, void spacing is taken to be

Fig. 6 Stress-separation relations for two-dimensional void
growth; „a… effects of the initial radius of cavity, „b… effects of
the material constant sY ÕE, „c… effects of the strain-hardening
exponent N
JANUARY 2001, Vol. 68 Õ 97
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same as the initial thickness of the layer, i.e.,h0 /w051.0. Figure
6~a! shows the separation stress normalized by the yield st
versus the average logarithmic strain of the cell,«x5 ln(1
1d/h0), for different initial cavity size, a prescribed strain
hardening exponentN and normalized yield strengthsY /E. Fig-
ures 6~b! and ~c! depict the effects of the material yield streng
sY /E and the strain-hardening exponentN on the stress-
separation curves, respectively. The same trends as those in F
are obtained. Figure 6~a! shows that, for small initial void size
peak separation stress~i.e., cavitation instability under the load
controlled loading condition! is reached rapidly at a very sma
strain level with a high maximum separation stress. For exam
when R0 /w050.01, ssumax55.45sY . On the other hand, large
initial void sizes result in lower peak stresses reached at m
larger strains. The stress-separation curves decay monotoni
beyond its peak stress as the void expands, leaving a narrow
region between adjacent voids. Figures 6~b! and 6~c! again show
that the stress separation curves are insensitive tosY /E but rather
sensitive to hardening exponentN.

Figure 7 shows the comparison of the stress-separation cu
between the current result and that obtained by Tvergaard
Hutchinson@8# based on the Gurson model for elastoplastic m
terial. Here f 0 is the area fraction of voids in the initial, unde
formed state (f 05pR0

2/4w0h0), n is Possion’s ratio,d is the sepa-
ration displacement at the interface. All the parameters in
calculations are identical to those used by Tvergaard and Hu
inson @8# except for the Possion’s ratio since there is no ela
deformation in our model. The Possion’s ratio in Tvergaard a
Hutchinson’s calculation is 0.3 while in the current model it is 0
~rigid-plastic material!. The absence of elastic deformation
likely the reason why the current model predicts a lower pe
stress at a smaller displacement level and a somewhat lower s
ration stress than theirs, as shown in Fig. 7. Nevertheless, the
sets of curves in Fig. 7 exhibit general agreement. Due to
limitations of their finite element method, Tvergaard and Hutc
inson terminated their calculations at a much lower separa
displacement level than what we did using our model.

It is of interest to examine the shape evolution of cavities
they grow. Generally, an initially circular cavity becomes ellip
cal as it grows. Although the exact shape can be obtained
following the displacement of each material point on the bound
of the cavity, here we schematically depict the shape evolution

Fig. 7 Comparison of the stress-separation curves with Tver-
gaard and Hutchinson’s calculations
98 Õ Vol. 68, JANUARY 2001
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drawing an ellipse based on the long and short axes. Figu
shows an example of the evolution of the void shape under
prescribed parametersR0 /w050.3, N50.1, andsY /E50.003,
where the numbers 0,1, . . . ,4 represent different instants of tim
during cavity growth. The corresponding instants are shown
Fig. 6~a!. It is clear from Fig. 8 that, based on this model, t
cavity mainly grows in the layer-thickness direction. This featu
may be an artifact of the model since the mechanism of neckin
ligaments is not accounted for.

4 Fracture Resistance
For purely brittle fracture of crystalline materials, the fractu

toughness can be obtained by integrating the stress-separ
curve at the atomic level. For a ductile material undergoing fr
ture due to plasticity induced cavitation, the fracture toughn
can be evaluated by integrating an equivalent stress-separ
curve, such as those obtained in the previous section, at a m
larger length scale—the microscopic level. In this section
evaluate the fracture resistance of a sandwich structure exhib
plasticity-induced cavitation in the thin ductile layer. Only th
two-dimensional case will be considered in this section since
thickness of ductile layer and cavity spacing are ambiguously
fined for the spherically symmetric cases.

The separation curves obtained in the previous sections are
sitive to the initial cavity size and to the hardening exponent,
they are nearly independent of the ratio of the yield strength
Young’s modulus. Therefore, the effect of that ratio may be
glected. A universal expression of the stress-separation curve
be written as

ss~d!/sY5F~N,Vf ,G,d! (21)

whereN is the hardening exponent,d is the separation displace
ment,Vf denotes the density of the voids along the interface, a
G is a geometrical parameter related to the thickness of the du
layer and the spacing between cavities. In the two-dimensio
plane strain case, the initial density of cavitiesVf5R0 /w0 , and
the geometrical parameterG is the ratio of ductile layer thicknes
to the spacing between cavitiesh0 /w0 .

As pointed out by Tvergaard and Hutchinson@8,9#, in evaluat-
ing the amplification of the fracture resistance due to plastic
formation, the work of separation per unit area~the initial separa-
tion resistance!, G0 , and the ratio of peak separation stress
yield stress are two important parameters. The latter can be d
mined readily from the separation curves. The work of separa
for the unit cell is

Fig. 8 Evolution of void shape for the two-dimensional case
Transactions of the ASME
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0

U1*
Ts~d!dd (22)

whereU1* is the separation displacement level at which the to
separation occurs (ss>0), and Ts is the resultant force at the
boundary of the cell. The initial separation resistanceG0 can then
be expressed as

G05W/A52sYE
0

U1*
@ss~d!/sY#dd (23)

Fig. 9 „a… Normalized initial fracture resistance versus the
geometrical parameter G, „b… normalized initial fracture resis-
tance versus the void volume fraction Vf , „c… normalized initial
fracture resistance versus the strain-hardening exponent N
Journal of Applied Mechanics
tal

where the exposed surface areaA52w0t0 , andt0 is the thickness
in the out-of-plane direction. In order to use the separation cur
obtained in the previous section,G0 may be rewritten as

G0

2w0sY

5GE
0

«*
@ss~«!/sY#exp~«!d« (24)

where«* denotes the true strain at the boundary of the unit c
corresponding to the displacementU1* . The functional form of
ss(«)/sY can be obtained from the stress-separation curves in
previous section. Since the separation curves are nearly inde
dent of the material constantsY /E, the normalized initial fracture
resistance should then be nearly independent ofsY /E.

Equation~24! shows that the value of the normalized work
separation per unit area is determined by the integral on the ri
hand side only. The integration can be carried out for given val
of N, Vf , and G. The dependence of the normalized work
separation on the geometrical parameter,G, is shown in Fig. 9~a!.
For strain-hardening exponentN50.1 and the void densityVf
50.1, the normalized initial fracture resistanceG0/2w0sY has a
rather weak dependence onG(5h0 /w0). The value of the nor-
malizedG0 changes only from 0.95 to 1.17 whenG varies from
0.5 to 3.0. Furthermore, when the value ofG is larger than about
2.0, the normalized initial fracture resistance reaches
asymptotic value independent ofG.

The dependence of the normalized fracture resista
G0/2w0sY on the hardening exponent and on the initial void de
sity is shown in Figs. 9~b!–~c!. They demonstrate thatG0 is very
sensitive to the strain-hardening exponent,N, as shown in Fig.
9~c!, but moderately sensitive to the void density,Vf , as shown in
Fig. 9~b!. For given void densityVf , as N changes from the
nonhardening case (N50) to a strong hardening case (N50.3),
the value ofG0 increases nearly sixfold. However, for givenN, G0
decreases moderately asVf increases.

From Fig. 9~a!–~c! we can see that the value of the normaliz
G0 for the two-dimensional case is in the range of 0.5–1.75
N50 – 0.2. This is higher than the values~0.35–0.82! predicted
by Tvergaard and Hutchinson@8#. Tvergaard and Hutchinson
abruptly terminated their calculations when the void area fract
equals 0.2, and neglected the contribution of the stress-separ
curve beyond that point. This undoubtedly results in a lower w
of fracture than that predicted by our calculations.

5 Concluding Remarks
In the present paper, we have developed a new techniqu

solve solid mechanics problems involving large plastic deform
tion for which closed-form solutions are difficult or sometim
impossible to obtain. The technique involves using the fluid fl
field from existing fluid mechanics solutions to approximate t
plastic flow field, and using the principle of virtual work to satis
the equilibrium condition. It should be pointed out that the ma
difference between flow of fluids and plastic flow of solids is t
following: In the potential flow of fluids, there is no shear stres
whereas in plastic flow of solids, the shear stress~the Mises
equivalent stress in the present model! is constant for nonharden
ing materials or nearly constant for weakly hardening materials
general, the method we developed here may be applied to a
ety of solid mechanics problems, as long as the fluid mecha
solution is readily available.

This technique is used here to address a particular mecha
of interfacial fracture—cavitation in a thin ductile layer in a san
wich structure. Although this problem may be solved using n
merical methods, as has indeed been done by Tvergaard@14# us-
ing the finite element method, the method developed here has
clear advantage when carrying out a parametric study involv
extremely large deformation. Solving the two-dimensional cav
growth problem using the present method is much less tim
consuming compared to, e.g., that using the finite element me
with remeshing.
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Two configurations have been considered in this paper
spherically symmetric case for which a closed-form solid mech
ics solution exists; and a two-dimensional, plane strain prob
for which no closed form solution exists. In both cases, the po
tial fluid flow field from a point source is used to approximate t
plastic deformation field surrounding the growing cavity in a re
resentative unit cell. The current method gives the exact solu
for the spherically symmetric cavity growth problem. For the tw
dimensional plane strain cavity growth problem, reliable stre
separation relations have been obtained. The results show tha
initial size of the void and the strain-hardening exponent are
important parameters that strongly affect the stress-separa
curves. The stress-separation relations are also dependent on
geometrical parameters as the layer thickness and the void s
ing. The interfacial fracture resistance due to this mechani
evaluated by integrating the stress-separation curves, is stro
dependent on the strain-hardening exponent, is moderately de
dent on cavity density, and is nearly independent on the geom
cal parameterG.

In the present paper, void coalescence due to the neckin
ligaments is not addressed. The interaction between adja
voids is modeled by simply specifying the Neumann bound
conditions for each representative unit cell, i.e., the normal
placement at the boundaries of the unit cell between adja
voids vanishes. Therefore the model is not accurate when nec
instability and coalescence take place between adjacent v
Furthermore, necking would result in accelerated separation o
fracture planes, leading to a rapid load drop in the stre
separation curves. Hence the final stage of the stress-separ
curves predicted by the present model may not be very accu
Fortunately, this stage of the separation process has only insig
cant contributions to the overall fracture resistance.

There are several implications of the results by the pres
model. As shown in Fig. 9, as the void density increases, i.e.
the spacing between voids decreases, the fracture resistanc
creases monotonically. This result implies that, in an adhesiv
bonded structure, a finer interfacial microstructure with mo
densely distributed void nucleation sites will give rise to a low
interfacial fracture toughness. However, a finer microstruct
also means a smaller initial cavity size; thus it requires a hig
peak stress to reach instability during void growth. Therefo
there could exist a preferred combination of pore size and p
spacing of the interfacial microstructure that will result in an o
timal performance of the sandwich structure. Identification
such optimal combination will provide guiding principles for pr
paring the surfaces of structural components~e.g., aluminum pan-
els! for adhesive bonding.
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